USE CASE: ELIMINATING WASTED RESOURCES

SIOS iQ Resource
Optimization
SIOS iQ™ enables IT staff to quickly and easily identify wasted resources in their VMware environment,
such as idle VMs and unnecessary snapshots. In one click, SIOS iQ recommends changes for improvement
and predicts the cost savings that can be achieved if recommendations are implemented. The following
describes a typical use case scenario.

The Environment

This process does not factor in the interactions
between VMs or other infrastructure resources
which may indicate that they not idle, but
are actually important components of most
production workloads.

The Challenge

Identifying snapshot waste can be similarly
difficult. Snapshots provide a change log for a
virtual disk. They are a convenient way to restore
a VM to a particular point in time after a failure
or system error occurs.

A large enterprise hosts its IT operations in a
VMware environment comprising hundreds
of hosts, thousands of VMs and hundreds of
thousands of objects.
The company’s IT environment is growing rapidly.
They have experienced unexpected budget over
runs and they have run low on key IT resources
including CPU and storage. The IT team wanted
to find and eliminate wasted and unused resources
in two key areas: idle VMs and snapshots.

The Traditional Solution

The traditional process of identifying idle VM
resources is time-consuming and error prone. IT
administrators have to run and analyze reports of
CPU and network utilization and manually compare
results to identify VMs that are presumed idle.

Backup tools are often the source of significant
undetected wasted resources. These tools create
and use snapshots for their own purposes that
may be unknown to the IT staff. Long chains of
snapshots with numerous “siblings” can quickly
drain CPU resources, slow performance, and waste
expensive storage. The IT staff needs an easy way
to identify and eliminate these snapshots.

SIOS iQ learns the complex interactions and behavior of objects (CPU, storage, network, applications) in the
enterprise’s VMware environment and delivers a simple, intelligent identification of the root cause and specific
recommendations for resolution.
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Simple, Intelligent SIOS iQ Solution

SIOS iQ Idle VM Analyzer easily identifies under-used virtual
machines and shows the potential cost savings that may result
from deleting them. It enables IT to view key parameters that
indicate that a VM was idle over their choice of time periods:
24 hours, 7 days, or 30 days. This information enables IT staff
to identify under-used VMs that can be deleted.
SIOS iQ also identifies unnecessary and unused snapshots
quickly and easily. The SIOS iQ Snapshot overview provides a
wide range of information: VM name, size, data store connected
to it, data-store utilization percentage, age of snapshot, number
of siblings under the same VM, date connected and the potential
monthly savings for deleting snapshots.

Conclusion

In a single click SIOS iQ identifies under-used virtual machines
and unnecessary snapshots and provides the potential monthly
savings for eliminating them. The IT manage is able to remove
VMs and snapshots that are not needed, improving performance
and capacity utilization without adding CPU or storage.
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